
Meet ANKR, the app-enabled smart tracker that helps your customers keep from losing their 
stuff. Not since the USB thumb drive has there been a product worthy of the keychain -- a 
coveted location seen 10 times a day.  

Your LOGO placed top and center on our ANKR 1 attaches to those things your clients value 
most - their purse, key, wallet, luggage and even their golf clubs. 

Customized ANKRs are the perfect high-tech gift. We all have 
enough coffee mugs and USB thumb drives. Now you can give 
your customers something they have never seen before, 
something they will talk about and something they will use 
everyday. 

With cutting edge technology AND top of mind awareness - 
what have you got to lose? With ANKR - Not a thing.

DON’T GET LOST IN THE CROWD.

“We worked with ANKR to provide custom pieces for a high profile 
event we were sponsoring. They turned them around for us faster 

than we could have imagined and the audience loved them.” 

— Jeff, Shopify

IMPRESS THE WORLD WITH A CUSTOM ANKR
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An invisible leash for your stuff. Frustration-free Bluetooth setup.
Thanks to ANKR’s no-pairing solution, it is easy to setup and monitor 
your ANKRs from multiple devices.

Ever been frustrated by Bluetooth pairing? ANKRs work right out 
of the box with no Bluetooth pairing.

It has skinny in its genes. Smart notifications get rid of noise.
At only 5.1mm or about 2 quarters thick, ANKR is thin. We wanted 
ANKR to feel smooth in the hand, look great on a bag, blend in with 
your keys, and easily slip into those skinny jeans.

Repetitive notifications can get annoying. ANKR’s notifications are 
smart and human. ANKR knows when your items are in a safe 
place and you don’t need alerts. It knows when you’re on the 
move and what you took with you. ANKR adjusts to you.

Won’t drain your phone’s battery. ANKR’s “Unlosers Club” helps find things.
ANKR includes a long-life, replaceable coin-cell battery which uses 
99% less energy to operate, extending battery life to over 6 months. 
And by not ever needing to pair via Bluetooth, ANKR won’t waste your 
device’s battery. Depending on your device model, you may see a 
1-5% extra battery usage per day.

Simply put, any smartphone with an ANKR app installed that 
passes by any ANKR’d item, will silently send the item’s location to 
the ANKR cloud and onto its owner as a notification if he or she 
has marked it as missing. This is all done privately and securely.
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